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            Abstract
Despite the existence of good catalogues of cancer genes1,2, identifying the specific mutations of those genes that drive tumorigenesis across tumour types is still a largely unsolved problem. As a result, most mutations identified in cancer genes across tumours are of unknown significance to tumorigenesis3. We propose that the mutations observed in thousands of tumours—natural experiments testing their oncogenic potential replicated across individuals and tissues—can be exploited to solve this problem. From these mutations, features that describe the mechanism of tumorigenesis of each cancer gene and tissue may be computed and used to build machine learning models that encapsulate these mechanisms. Here we demonstrate the feasibility of this solution by building and validating 185 gene–tissue-specific machine learning models that outperform experimental saturation mutagenesis in the identification of  driver and passenger mutations. The models and their assessment of each mutation are designed to be interpretable, thus avoiding a black-box prediction device. Using these models, we outline the blueprints of potential driver mutations in cancer genes, and demonstrate the role of mutation probability in shaping the landscape of observed driver mutations. These blueprints will support the interpretation of newly sequenced tumours in patients and the study of the mechanisms of tumorigenesis of cancer genes across tissues.
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                    Fig. 1: Building and evaluating boostDM models.[image: ]


Fig. 2: The features of driver mutations.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Blueprints of driver mutations of cancer genes.[image: ]


Fig. 4: The role of mutation probability in observed driver mutations.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Cancer genes and their observed mutations across ~28,000 tumours of 66 cancer types (the starting point to train boostDM models) are available through IntOGen (https://intogen.org/). Mutational features computed across cancer genes, and positive and negative sets needed to train boostDM models, are available in a Zenodo repository (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4813082). Data source files point towards this repository. Blueprints may be browsed and downloaded at https://www.intogen.org/boostdm/ (including all protein sequence affecting mutations), and newly sequenced tumours may be analysed using boostDM models via the Cancer Genome Interpreter (https://www.cancergenomeinterpreter.org/). Source data are provided with this paper.

            

Code availability

              
              All code needed to train and test boostDM models, as well as python scripts and jupyter notebooks necessary to reproduce all figures of the paper in conjunction with the data, are available in the aforementioned Zenodo repository (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4813082).
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Specific models encapsulate the features of driver mutations.
a, Flow chart describing the construction of specific models from all possible cancer gene–tumour type combinations in the compendium of mutational cancer genes. b, Discovery index of ten cancer gene–tumour type combinations (trend of the number of unique mutations as a function of the size of bootstrapped subsets of samples). c, As in b for TP53 across ten tumour types. d, Distribution of discovery index resulting from 100 iterations in each example (see Methods). e, As in d for TP53 across 10 tumour types. f, Schematic depiction of the calculation of the F50 value used to measure the performance of the models. Fifty subsets of observed and synthetic mutations are randomly divided into training and test sets, and used in cross validations, from which a family of values of F50 are derived (Fig. 1c and e). g, Fraction of mutations observed in 50 cancer gene–tissue combinations that are classified as drivers by the corresponding boostDM models. These include all mutations observed in the gene (including synonymous variants), not only those employed in the training. h, Performance (median and IQR F50 of base classifiers) of 282 gene–tissue models as a function of the number of observed mutations. Boxplots: centre line, median; box limits, first and third quartiles; whiskers, lowest/highest data points at first quartile minus/plus 1.5× IQR.


Extended Data Fig. 2 The complexity of trained models.
a, Schematics depicting the calculation of the complexity index of models from the assessed compressibility of SHAP values for the 18 mutational features of a given model. Specifically, the smaller the number of principal components explaining a larger fraction of variance, the smaller the complexity index. b, Effect of reducing the size of observed mutations available for training on the performance and complexity index of three models. The circle and bars represent the median and IQR of F50 values computed from the cross-validation. As the size of the set of mutations available to train the models is reduced, the performance and complexity of built models decrease, demonstrating that as more cancer genomes are sequenced, more good-quality specific boostDM models will be within reach. c, Comparison of the performance of the cross-validation of TP53 high-confidence models (median F50 and IQR of values obtained from the base classifiers) with models trained and tested on randomly drawn 90% of the samples of each tumour type, leaving the remaining 10% held out as external datasets for validation. d, Distribution of median F50 of cross-validation and re-trained models (as in c) for 155 cancer gene–tumour type combinations for which re-training with 90% of the original samples is possible, respecting the conditions set out in Extended Data Fig. 1a. Boxplots: centre line, median; box limits, first and third quartiles; whiskers, lowest/highest data points at first quartile minus/plus 1.5× IQR.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Performance of boostDM models on observed cancer mutations.
a, Comparison of performance of boostDM TP53 models and saturation mutagenesis experiments (left) or computational tools (right) using PRCs. The PRCs represent median values of the base classifiers. b, Comparison of the performance of absolute classification (F50) of TP53 boostDM models and two saturation mutagenesis experiments11,12 (Supplementary Note). F50 values represent the median of the base classifiers. The F50 values for all base classifiers of the colorectal model are compared to both experimental saturation mutagenesis assays (middle). BoostDM score and classification of six TP53 driver mutations (experimentally validated in Boettcher et al.16) by 33 TP53-specific models. Points represent the scores from models and boxplots their distribution (bottom). c, PRCs (as in a) resulting from scoring KRAS, HRAS and NRAS mutations using boostDM models, a saturation mutagenesis experiment, and computational tools. d, Distribution of auPRC of KRAS, HRAS and NRAS boostDM models, a saturation mutagenesis experiment and bioinformatics tools across seven tumour types. e, As in a, b for PTEN. f, Comparison of performance (PRCs) of boostDM models and computational tools on mutations in several cancer genes. g, Comparison of the performance of absolute classification (F50 values) of boostDM models and the CHASMplus tool (using two different CHASMplus q values as threshold). h, Comparison of the performance of absolute classification (F50 values) of boostDM models and CHASMplus (q-value = 0). i, As in h for CADD score (CADD > 10). Boxplots: centre line, median; box limits, first and third quartiles; whiskers, lowest/highest data points at first quartile minus/plus 1.5× IQR.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Performance of boostDM models on other sets of variants.
a, Left, boostDM scores of rare experimentally validated oncogenic and benign variants13,14 and absolute performance of boostDM models (precision, recall and F50). Right, performance of specific models. In parentheses, sizes of positive and negative sets of mutations. b, Performance of boostDM models (precision, recall and F50) in the discrimination between pathogenic somatic and benign germline variants (ClinVar). c, Distribution of predicted drivers across polymorphisms with different allele frequencies across the population. The bars represent the effect size of a logistic regression of the categorical frequency of the polymorphisms on their boostDM classification. Bars with positive effect size represent genes (or pooled cancer genes, in red, with regression P value indicated) across which very rare polymorphisms have an increased likelihood of being classified as drivers by boostDM models. The P value of the logistic regression corresponding to polymorphisms across all cancer genes is shown. Boxplots: centre line, median; box limits, first and third quartiles; whiskers, lowest/highest data points at first quartile minus/plus 1.5× IQR.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Features of driver mutations.
a, Radial plots representing the contributions of different features (via SHAP values) to the classification of five selected driver mutations. b, Two-dimensional representation (via t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding; t-SNE) of the combination of features relevant to the classification of all driver mutations across genes and tumour types. Mutations are coloured according to the mode of action (left) of the genes they affect, clusters (centre) resulting from the similarity of their SHAP values (Fig. 2d) and the complexity index (right) of the model used to classify them
Source data.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Blueprints of driver mutations of cancer genes.
a–d, Blueprints of potential driver mutations in EGFR across lung adenocarcinomas (a), in KRAS across pancreatic adenocarcinomas (b), in RB1 across bladder tumours (c), and in PIK3CA across breast adenocarcinomas (d). Blueprints of all cancer genes with models are available at https://intogen.org/boostdm. e, Comparison of the fraction of potential driver mutations (from all possible) in tumour suppressors and oncogenes. The former exhibit significantly larger fractions of potential driver mutations than the latter. f, Distribution of potential driver mutations along the sequence of TP53 across 33 tumour types. The dendrogram represents the similarity in distribution of potential driver mutations between malignancies. Boxplots: centre line, median; box limits, first and third quartiles; whiskers, lowest/highest data points at first quartile minus/plus 1.5× IQR.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Mutational processes.
a, Left, distribution of mutation probability bias of observed versus unobserved mutations across all non-cancer genes. Middle, distribution of mutation probability bias of observed versus unobserved mutations (irrespective of their classification by boostDM models) across all cancer genes. Right, comparison of the distributions of mutation probability bias of all observed versus unobserved mutations in cancer genes (185) and non-cancer genes (3,035) and the distributions of mutation probability bias of potential driver observed versus unobserved mutations and all observed and unobserved mutations (irrespective of their classification by boostDM models) in cancer genes. Potential driver mutations show the lowest mutation probability bias of the three, which is evidence of the activity of selection. b, Selected driver mutations and the most likely mutational signature contributing them (colour) across tissues. The diameter of the circles is proportional to their frequency. c, Selected driver mutations across bladder adenocarcinomas are likely to be contributed by different mutational processes. The diameter of each circle represents the likelihood that the mutation is contributed by the corresponding (colour-coded) signature. d, Frequency (top) of different mutations affecting a section of the sequence of PIK3CA (bottom) in breast adenocarcinomas. Middle, the probability that each mutation is contributed by different signatures that are active in breast tumours. Boxplots: centre line, median; box limits, first and third quartiles; whiskers, lowest/highest data points at first quartile minus/plus 1.5× IQR.


Extended Data Fig. 8 General models.
a, Schematic representation of the process followed to build and select gene-specific models or gene–other tumour type models. If a high-confidence model is available for a cancer gene in a specific tumour type (that is, through completion of the process represented in Extended Data Fig. 1a), no general gene model is built to represent this gene–tumour type combination (FBXW7 in uterine carcinosarcomas). We call these models gene–tumour type-specific. Conversely, if no specific model is available (FBXW7 in oesophageal adenocarcinomas), a gene–general model is trained on mutations pooled from tumour types at the leaves of the oncotree (Supplementary Note). For example, a model of FBXW7 across solid tumours may be trained on the features computed for the gene in oesophageal adenocarcinomas. If several gene-specific models can be built for the gene–tissue combination (for example, FBXW7 across solid tumours and FBXW7 across all cancer), the model built on a general tumour type that is closest to the tumour type in question and with F50 greater than 0.8 will be chosen. In total, 48 gene-specific models represent 72 gene–tumour type cases not covered by gene–tumour type-specific models. Finally, if neither a gene–tumour type-specific model nor a gene-specific model is available, a model trained on a different tumour type may be used (gene–other tumour type model). b, The types of model selected to classify the mutations observed in 20 cancer genes across 32 tumour types.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Interpretation of variants using boostDM models.
a, BoostDM models can be used to interpret the mutations observed in a newly sequenced tumour genome. Classifications and their explanation (represented via radial plots) may be useful for an expert with other ancillary information. b, Number of models of each type (gene–tumour type-specific, gene-specific or gene–other tumour type) selected across tumour types in a pan-cancer cohort of about 28,000 tumours to classify mutations observed in cancer genes (numbers below the plot). At least one model is available to classify mutations across 2,080 cancer gene–tissue combinations. c, Fraction of all mutations in cancer genes (variants of unknown significance, or VUS) that are covered by either type of model across tumour types. Fractions for the entire cohort appear in the right-hand barplot. Specifically, 14,757 (26%) are classified by specific boostDM models, while a further 2,588 (4%) may be classified by models trained by pooling mutations and features of several related tumour types; 20% more may be classified by a model trained on a different tumour type. In the entire cohort, 28,080 VUSs (about 50%) are covered for interpretation by at least one boostDM model. These are compared to the fraction of VUSs covered by interpretation using two curated datasets of known oncogenic mutations (ClinVar and OncoKB). d, Comparison of the number of driver mutations identified by boostDM per sample across the cohort with the number of excess mutations (over the expectation provided under the hypothesis of neutrality) identified by a dNdS approach. The numbers identified are of the same order of magnitude as the numbers of driver mutations predicted by dNdScv. Points, median; bars, extending between 10th and 90th percentiles of the distribution. e, The interpretation of newly sequenced tumour genomes is implemented within the Cancer Genome Interpreter platform. VUSs not covered by boostDM models are interpreted following a simple rule-based approach (OncodriveMut).
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